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FOREWORD
JØRGEN HAMMER HANSEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD

TAKING EMSA FORWARD
From its brand new headquarters in Lisbon’s city centre,
on the banks of the river Tagus, EMSA is ready to continue
the good work of the last 7 years and meet the new challenges of the coming years, delivering important contributions to enhance safe, secure and environmentally friendly
shipping.
  

 

that EMSA’s stakeholders will appreciate the great number
of important undertakings planned for the coming year,
adding value to the work of the European Commission and
Member States and to the European public at large.
The Work Programme is not just business as usual. New
tasks are added and well known tasks are improved,
   
more effective. To take stock of input, output and effect
the Work Programme includes transparent information
for each activity supplemented with key performance
 ! "#   $
Maritime surveillance is becoming a most effective tool
not only in the service of security but also to combat
pollution at sea, deliberate as well as accidental, and I
am impressed by the tools EMSA has developed within
%' * *"  
common knowledge of what is going on out there. I have
often used the phrase: Shipping has come closer to shore
in recent years. Shipping is not something going on out of
our sight, but a commercial activity like others which must
meet the demands and standards including environmental
standards applicable to commercial activities in today’s
society. Quality operators know very well how to live up
to these expectations but for those operators who are
tempted to make short-cuts surveillance is an important
tool to make them comply with existing standards. The
Work Programme includes plans to develop a better
platform for integrated information to get an even more
"    #"  + 
or directed to EU ports.
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In addition to EMSA’s hosting of the EU LRIT Data Centre,

implementation of the Commission’s Maritime Transport

which became fully operational in 2009, a possible new

Strategy. Furthermore, the discussions so far at the EMSA

task has emerged. In 2010 a permanent arrangement has

Administrative Board fully demonstrate that new tasks for

to be found for hosting the International Data Exchange,

EMSA may add value to what is already in place in Mem-

the IDE, which is the heart of the international network,

ber States and the European Commission. The Adminis-

allowing Data Centres around the world to exchange

trative Board is ready to take EMSA forward, engaging in

 "    $

new tasks and at the same time consolidating the Agency’s

The EMSA Administrative Board is in favour of the idea of

work on existing tasks. In 2010 a number of themes will be

EMSA hosting the permanent IDE at EMSA’s premises and

 !"  %  %  %""

the proposal presented by the Presidency of the European

* 

Union to the IMO to this end is a promising new initiative.

=  "  #%'$

The other document is the Commission’s Mid-Term Report

Many parties are involved in enhancing safe, secure and

 " "  "" 

environmentally friendly shipping. At the core of this are

measures of the Agency. The Commission will submit a

still well-educated and trained seafarers on board well-

report covering the period 2007 to 2009 to the Euro-

   $ 

pean Parliament and Council. The report will be based on

the shipping industry should not lead to sub-standard

 #*'

ships or crews. It is crucial that Member States properly

allocated to assist and top-up national response capabili-

enforce existing legislation concerning seafarers and ships.

ties including the network of stand by oil spill response

;    %<" 

vessels and specialized equipment around Europe. As a

Societies when they act on behalf of Member States

basis for future decisions on pollution preparedness and

ensuring compliance with statutory regulations and class

response EMSA will look closely into experience gained,

standards. EMSA’s activities to assist the Commission in

feedback from stakeholders and evaluating the risks of

   *  "  

""    % $> "

perform according to EU legislation are therefore still very

of activity also, fact based planning is vital for achieving

important activities on the EMSA agenda for the coming

the best results.

year. The standards of third country systems for maritime
    "
vital, taking into account the increasing number of third
country seafarers manning European ships - and ships
registered in other parts of the world calling at European
ports.
In 2010 two important documents will be developed to

$  

EMSA’s 2010 Work Programme is ambitious and a great
challenge for the executive director Willem de Ruiter and
 $>    ' % 
Member States, the Commission and other interested
parties, will succeed as they have done in the past, and the
EMSA Administrative Board will continue to offer them its
support to take EMSA forward.

help decide in what direction EMSA should move in the
coming years. The Administrative Board will adopt a strategic vision for the Agency covering a 5 year perspective.
The Third Maritime Safety Package adopted by Council

Jørgen Hammer Hansen

will have an impact on EMSA’s work and so might the

Chairman of the Administrative Board
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
WILLEM DE RUITER,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

A new decade, a new European treaty, a new President of

2010 has been declared by the IMO as the international

the EU, a new European Commission cabinet, a new Trans-

year of the seafarer. I would take this opportunity to

port Commissioner, many new faces on the European Par-

 "    *

"'

liament’s Transport Committee, and a new headquarters

are former merchant seamen, and that our meetings,

on the Tagus in Lisbon: 2010 certainly looks set to be an

workshops and training sessions are the stage for constant

interesting year for the European Maritime Safety Agency.

contact with those working both at sea and directly with

EMSA’s Work Programme 2010 represents the blueprint
for all activities and projects over the coming twelve
months. Key developments last year included EMSA’s
move to our new riverside headquarters in Lisbon, and
the development of round-the-clock maritime support
services, which now provide our stakeholders with a vital
service at any time of the day or night. 2009 also saw the
smooth transition to a new Chairman of the Administrative
Board, Jørgen Hammer Hansen, increased cooperation
with other EU Agencies, and the growth of the Agency’s

seafarers. Throughout the Work Programme 2010, you will
see evidence of the Agency’s placing of the safety, security
and protection of seafarers at the forefront of its day-to' # $'  "? 
plans, and budgets in this document, I invite you to think
about the wider vision of safety at sea. Each of these tasks,
in its own small way, aims to contribute to increased safety
in shipping. This is a noble cause, and one that serves to
unite the talents of all those working at — and together
with — EMSA.

workforce to surpass 200. In this Work Programme 2010,
'%""* #" '  '$; '
keen to build on the solid groundwork that it has put in
place over the years. There is an emphasis on bringing a
number of existing core services, such as SafeSeaNet, into
their second generation, and to cross-pollinate information
supplied across the Agency’s maritime applications.

Willem de Ruiter
Executive Director
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1.1 ORIGIN AND TASKS
The concept of a European Maritime Safety Agency

MISSION STATEMENT*

(EMSA) as a regulatory agency originated in the late 1990s

The European Maritime Safety Agency has been
established for the purpose of ensuring a high, uniform and effective level of maritime safety, maritime
security as well as prevention of and response to pollution by ships within the Community.

along with a number of other major European maritime
safety initiatives: EMSA has been established by Regulation (EC) 1406/20021 as a major source of support to the
<  *   "time safety and prevention of pollution from ships, and
*@   #" 

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Agency are addressed through a

Î
The Agency provides the Member States and
 < %    "   
assistance needed and with a high level of expertise,

matrix of mainly preventive, but also reactive, tasks in a

in order to help them:

mandate.

number of key areas. Firstly, the Agency has been tasked

apply Community legislation properly in the
"     '    '
and prevention of pollution by ships;

Æ

with assisting the Commission in monitoring the implementation of EU legislation relating, among others, to ship

Æ

construction and planned maintenance, ship inspection

evaluate the effectiveness of the measures
in place.

Æ

   %  +   
of marine equipment, ship security, the training of seafarers in non-EU countries and Port State Control. Secondly,
the Agency operates, maintains and develops maritime
 *"   +"#"$  !"

monitor its implementation;

Î
The Agency provides additional operational
means, upon request, to assist Member States and
the Commission to respond to marine pollution by
ships within the Community.

are the SafeSeaNet vessel tracking system, to enable the
EU-wide tracking of vessels and their cargoes; and the EU
\]>;^ <      

* Mission statement and objectives established by the EMSA founding Regulation 1406/2002/EC

 +_ %"%$
In parallel, a marine pollution preparedness, detection
and response capability has been established, including
a European network of stand-by oil spill response vessels
as well as a European satellite oil spill monitoring service
(CleanSeaNet), both with the aim of contributing to an
effective system for protecting EU coasts and waters from
pollution by ships.
`""' '#  " #
 < "  '-

The Agency is managed by its Executive Director, who
shall be completely independent in the performance of his
duties, without prejudice to the respective competencies
of the Commission and the Administrative Board. The
Administrative Board supervises the work undertaken by
the Executive Director. Within the Administrative Board
there are representatives of all EU Member States, Iceland
and Norway (EFTA countries) and four representatives

vention of pollution by ships in the continuous process of

from the Commission, plus four non-voting representatives

evaluating the effectiveness of the measures in place, and

from different sectors of the maritime industry.

in the updating and development of new legislation. It also
provides support to, and facilitates co-operation between,
the Member States and disseminates best practices. As a
body of the European Union, the Agency sits at the heart
of the EU maritime safety network and collaborates with
many industry stakeholders and public bodies, in close
cooperation with the Commission and the Member States.
1 Regulation (EC) No 1406/2002 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 27 June 2002 (OJ L 208, 5.8.2002, p.1), as amended by Regulation
(EC) No 1644/2003 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 July
2003 (OJ L 245, 29.9.2003, p. 10), Regulation (EC) No 724/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 (OJ L 129, 29.4.2004,
p. 1) and Regulation (EC) No 2038/2006 of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 18 December 2006 (OJ L394, 31.12.2006, p.1).
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1.2 MONITORING EXECUTION OF THE WORK PROGRAMME

The Administrative Board will focus in 2010 on:
adopting a strategic vision for the Agency, covering a
5-year perspective;

Æ

performance monitoring to help the Agency carry
out the tasks outlined in the legislation and achieve the
aspirations outlined in its work programme and longer
term strategic vision;

Æ

providing its high level maritime expertise and expe *     '
and pollution prevention, preparedness and response
activities.

Æ

Chapter 1
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=%

To achieve the objectives, the Administrative Board will:

Since then, the EU LRIT DC has been providing long range

adopt the Agency’s work programme, budget and
establishment plan, within its competence in the framework of the budgetary procedure;

ship tracking services to all EU MS and more than 6000

adopt a Multi Annual Staff Policy Plan, covering a
3-year period, as requested by the Budgetary Authority, and a 5-year Strategy Document, in line with the
recommendations stemming from the evaluation foreseen by Article 22 of the Founding Regulation;

   ' %""  

Æ

Æ

adopt the Annual Report with details on achievement
of objectives and performance output relating to the
"  #'
" $

Æ

Three meetings of the Administrative Board are planned
for 2010 (March, June and November).

+_  #* "'*$
The second half of the year was dedicated to operating,
a technical pilot project. This project aims to provide LRIT
   #"_' _ *
States participating in the project to EUNAVFOR, the
coordinating body of the European Union for the deploy #"  ~  
against piracy. The tool provides the capability for close
monitoring of a ship’s position on an hourly basis, thus allowing for better coordination of EU naval assets assisting
the safe transit of ships.
SafeSeaNet started its full operational phase on 1 Janu-

1.3 MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2009 AND WORK IN
PROGRESS
2009 has been the third full year in Lisbon, and the Agency
#  " @ < |$; 
move involved not only staff, but also the data centre and
the maritime applications run by the Agency, and repre-

ary 2009. Its real time tracking module (STIRES) became
operational in September 2009, allowing for a chart-based
#%    $; #
and data quality of the system was permanently improved
through a process of regular checks.

  """"'"""%  -

The setting-up of the EMSA Maritime Support Services

tion of services offered to Member States.

operating on a 24/7 basis helped improve monitoring of

The EU LRIT Data Centre entered into production in 2009.
Development and implementation of the EU LRIT DC was
  }  '"lowing successful IMO testing, the EU LRIT DC was commissioned in the international LRIT production environment
on 1st of June 2009, one month before the IMO deadline.

the availability and performance of the EMSA operational
maritime applications (SafeSeanet, EU LRIT DC, CleanSeaNet). It also provides a helpdesk for Member States
and is the single point of contact in EMSA for night and
day requests for operational support for response to pollution accidents at sea.
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Double-hulled bunker tanker Sara%    $
ices (capacity for recovered oil of 6,658 m3) for the Atlantic front.

%""*  # "#'#-

The Agency is recognised as a European platform for

MEETINGS ORGANISED BY THE AGENCY IN 2009

exchange of knowledge and best practices between mari-

Number

Activity

Participants/experts

34
(incl. 6 for PSC of

Training

694
"$ <

26

Workshops

879

17

Working
groups

198

8

Hosting

328

3

Meetings of the
Administrative
Board

165

time and pollution response experts from the Commission,
EU Member States, EFTA states and candidate as well
as potential candidate countries: 26 different workshops
were organised with about 900 participants from all over
Europe.
2009 was also a year where the scope and number of
 #  ' "' 
different training sessions were organised. Amongst those,
11 were dedicated sessions for candidate and potential
candidate countries and maritime safety and maritime

> """   -

security related trainings for experts from EU Member

sponse new developments were the launch and successful

States. The training programme for Port State Control

conclusion of a tender for the development of a Clean-

%     #"#%"-

SeaNet Data Centre to be hosted and operated by EMSA.

lowed in 2009 by four dedicated training seminars. These

In addition, two new vessels were contracted following

training sessions are intended to be for all European and

procurement procedures to strengthen the network of

 +   < "*   %

stand-by oil spill response vessels for the Northern Baltic

different groups, with separate seminars for new entrants

Sea and the Atlantic front.

!$; *? #  

A core activity of the Agency continues to be its inspection

the harmonisation and effectiveness of PSC inspections

#  $> ' 

throughout the region, in particular in the context of the

developed these tasks, in line with the work programme,

new inspection regime (recast PSC Directive). Further

and 112 visits and inspections took place in six different

dedicated training activities addressing the New Inspec-

" # '

tion Regime and the supporting information system were
started. Two sessions with 20 participants each were
organised in 2009.

12
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Further details concerning the above mentioned activities

VISITS AND INSPECTIONS CARRIED OUT IN 2009
<"   

23

and other tasks carried out by the Agency in 2009 will be

Training of Seafarers (STCW)

10

presented in more detail in the 2009 annual activity report.

Maritime Security

60

Port State Control

7

Port Reception Facilities

7

";  >  ' 

6

1.4 OBJECTIVES FOR 2010
2010 will be the year to develop THETIS, the database
system in support of the new Port State Control regime.
Furthermore, the Agency will improve its current maritime information systems. The systems operated by the

The Agency has started to improve its information tools
 *" "$^ "_  #*
drafted to explain individual tasks of the Agency, as well as
other media tools explaining its operational services.
MAIN COMMUNICATION TOOLS PRODUCED IN 2009
EMSA Work Programme 2009
EMSA Annual Report 2008
12 monthly newsletters and 1 special issue inauguration newsletter
EU Maritime Accident Review 2008 – Report
General Brochure about EMSA in 21 languages
]>< "_   *"*   
"_
+\]>;^ < "_
"""   ""_  
sheets and 1 information folder, oil spill response services DVD/video
12 internal “Gateway” newsletters
2 quarterly training and cooperation newsletters

Agency should be ready to play a substantial role in the EU
maritime surveillance network, currently under development. The Agency will complete the process of developing
a combined user interface for SafeSeaNet and the EU LRIT
Data Centre. In 2010 the Agency should prepare itself for
the hosting of the EU LRIT Data Centre at its premises.
The transfer will take place end 2010/early 2011. Preparations will continue to put in place the second generation
CleanSeaNet offering a better platform for integrated
information based on earth observation satellite resources.
In the medium term, through the combined use of the
information made available by the Agency, the Member
States and the Commission will get a more complete pic   #"  + 
directed to EU ports. The Agency will explore the inclusion
of other sources of vessel information such as satellite-AIS,


""$;     %""* 

from the comprehensive information the Agency gathers
Relevant information is made available to the general public through the Agency’s website (www.emsa.europa.eu ).

and disseminates, thereby enhancing safety of navigation,
the prevention of marine pollution, pollution prepared-

Icebreaker Kontio was contracted at the end of 2009 and will provide at-sea oil recovery services (capacity for recovered oil of 2,033 m3)
in the Northern Baltic Sea.
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ness and response, the effectiveness of search and rescue

by oil spill response vessels will be reinforced for the East

operations and other maritime surveillance applications.

Mediterranean Sea and expiring contracts for the Mediter-

More in particular:
Î

`  +\]>;\]>  ;-

ing of Ships) Data Centre, EMSA will concentrate its efforts
on the quality of service provided to the Member States
and will improve or upgrade the system in the light of the
!@   

ranean Sea and Atlantic approaches to the Channel will be
either prolonged or retendered.
Î

The implementation of the HNS Action Plan will be

continued including maintaining and evaluating the MARICE service, the development of HNS response guides and
analyses of maritime HNS transport.

the Centre and prepare the hosting of the Data Centre at

Î

EMSA. A combined user interface for SafeSeaNet and the

Agency will continue to support the Commission and the

EU LRIT Data Centre will be developed. The second main

As regards the prevention of pollution from ships, the

*  #"" 

objective will be the integration of LRIT data with AIS data

debates on the regulation of greenhouse gas emissions,

#% "   $

ships recycling and ships’ waste reception facilities and will

Î

probably have an increasing number of tasks in relation to

For integrating and combining maritime information

the Agency will develop a single window for users, will

ballast water management.

explore the possibility of integrating other sources like

Î

Satellite-AIS, VMS and local radar. Without prejudice of

by the Commission to monitor the implementation of EU

the development of the appropriate political and legal

""  "  '  '

framework, technical feasibility projects will be launched

# "" *' #'

in view of providing information to different users and for

and effectiveness of the measures in place.

 "  " #""

Î

using SafeSeaNet as a platform.
Î

An advanced CleanSeaNet (CSN 2nd generation)

Visits and inspections will be carried out as requested

From the adoption of the third maritime package,

new tasks for the Agency are emerging in relation to the
new EU legislation in place for Class Societies, Flag State,

service will be developed by setting up a CSN Data Cen-

Accident Investigation, Port State Control, and liability and

tre at EMSA premises which will be the information and

compulsory insurance regimes. The Agency will continue

communication platform to Coastal States users visualis-

to provide assistance to Member States with regard to the

ing CleanSeaNet information aggregated with maritime

implementation of this new EU legislation, through training

 "    

and exchange of best practices.

the LRIT-AIS database. This integrated information will thus
enhance the capability of identifying potential polluters. In
addition it will support directly the planning, ordering of
satellite images and the processing of satellite information.
Î

Thetis, the information system to support the New

Inspection Regime as set up by Directive 2009/16/EC on

This Work Programme not only focuses on the operational
systems, but provides a general overview of the activities
the Agency is planning for 2010, in line with its Founding
Regulation and in response to requests from the Commis *  $> '" # 'trusted to the Agency on the basis of its Founding Regula-

Port State Control, will be developed and tested. This in-

   ""  '

cludes further changes to SafeSeaNet, making available in

innovate the contribution of the Agency, as outlined in this

particular a new messaging interface for Port State Control

document.

purposes.
Î

> """ 

; '   ""'
and to rationalising its work practices. Therefore the envis-

as foreseen by Regulation (EC) 2038/2006 on multian-

aged increase in the number of staff in order to cope with

"   ' "

the wide range of tasks as described in more detail in the

response to pollution caused by ships, in 2010 the Agency

following chapters will be very limited: 8 additional statu-

will provide the Commission with all the necessary informa-

tory posts - of which 6 are devoted to LRIT (Long Range

tion for a mid-term report, focussing on the results of the

>  ; " 2 -

utilisation of the Community contribution for the period 1
January 2007 - 31 December 2009. The network of stand-

14
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2 See Commission’s opinion of 6.2.2008 on EMSA’s Multi Annual Staff Policy
Plan 2009-2011 and Commission’s note D (2008) 405421 of 4.3.2008 on Provisional Draft Budget and Establishment plan for 2009.
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are foreseen in the 2010 Establishment Plan, giving a total

In addition, the establishment plan execution rate (recruit-

of 200 statutory posts.

ment) and the budgetary execution have been included as

Finally, it should also be noted that currently unforeseen

general performance indicators.

additional priorities may still arise in 2010, for example in

It should be noted that, for some of the outputs indicated

response to developments in the shipping sector, or Com-

in this Work Programme, the Agency is not the only actor

mission initiatives and of course subject to decision making

involved. The Commission often plays an essential role in

at appropriate levels in the EU.

the preparation or in the follow-up of these outputs, or

1.5 WORK PROGRAMME: STRUCTURE AND PURPOSE
The following chapters provide a detailed explanation of
the various tasks that the Agency will perform in 2010. As
in previous years, the narrative presentation is followed

both (for instance in the case of STCW inspections in third
countries). As a consequence, there may be instances in
%   "   %  "
output, for reasons that are external to the Agency.

by a summary table with a breakdown, for each area of

`""'  !     

 # '"  " 

 $?  -

resources, and of expected output and outcomes. In addi-

ments will be introduced in the light of the experience

   ' 

gained, as appropriate.

also provided for the external services of the Agency, as
      ing and reporting tools.
Already at present the overall performance of EMSA is
measurable in concrete terms. For example, the major objectives for 2009 - as set out in the 2009 Work Programme
- are clearly measurable, notably (a) whether or not the EU
LRIT Data Centre is operational, (b) whether or not SafeSeaNet is operational, and (c) whether or not the planned
number of inspections were conducted. Hence, the bodies
overseeing the work of the Agency already have a clear
picture of EMSA’s performance.
At the project development level, EMSA’s management
closely monitors progress and milestones, and measures
these against project planning. Corrective action is taken
where necessary to ensure delivery as planned. This process will continue unchanged. Reporting to the Administrative Board and to relevant stakeholders will take place as
usual through the Annual Activity Report.
However, for external services it can be particularly useful
   
order to enable more detailed monitoring of the work
 "   #
management tool to improve EMSA’s effectiveness and ef'$;  ance indicators that are able to measure the continuity and
quality of external services. In cases where the Agency can
be considered a “service provider”, “customer satisfaction” is of particular relevance. The intention is thus to
seek customer feedback on a regular basis and to use the
results as an additional performance indicator.
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Work Programme 2010

2.3 NEW INFORMATION SYSTEM (THETIS) FOR PORT
STATE CONTROL

ment of the system. This will complement a campaign

   !"      

the developments that all Member States’ parties involved

Port State Control, as described in section 3.3 and 4.1 -

 

"  #        -

State reporting obligations to ensure the effectiveness

tion system in support of the PSC directive 2009/16/EC

 

(THETIS) in cooperation with the Paris MoU.

system to representatives of all Member States will also be

The system will support the new Port State Control inspec-

provided to ensure a smooth introduction and transition of

tion system planned for the EU and Paris MoU region.

the PSC methodology in general.

intended to raise awareness and provide support about
       
     

In 2010 the system will be tested, bearing in mind the
deadlines for the new inspection regime as set out in the
Directive 2009/16/EC on Port State Control. The system

2.3 NEW INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR PSC (THETIS)

will also replace the existing database supporting the ro-ro

Input

ferry Directive 99/35/EC. The interfacing of the system

Financial resources:

Human resources:

with other Community databases already administered by

1,706,369 Euros (ca)
1,546,369 Euros (pa)

3 AD, 1 AST posts

the Agency, such as SafeSeaNet, will be developed.
One of the objectives of the new system is to provide
an automatic record of ships’ calls. This feature will help
Member States to better target the ships for inspections
and meet their commitments under the recast Directive on
Port State Control. In this respect, the role of SafeSeaNet
for the proper functioning of the new inspection regime is
   
Following the awarding of the contract for building
THETIS, the Agency will work closely with experts in the

Output

- Development of the new database ‘New Information System (THETIS): testing.
- Cooperation with Paris MoU and Member States to supervise, verify and validate the development of the system.
- Training to Member States of the Paris MoU.
Outcome

The Agency is contributing to setting-up the new Port State
Control system in line with the proposed recast Directive, introducing a new inspection regime based upon a new information
system.

Paris MoU to supervise, verify and validate the developThe Maritime Support Services team will provide an operational and technical helpdesk on a 24/7 basis and guarantee round-the-clock
system performance and administration of SafeSeaNet, the EU LRIT Data Centre and related data, including ship watch lists (banned
ships, single hull tankers, etc.). THETIS, the new information system for Port State control, could be next on the team’s list.
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Chapter 3
Visits and inspections to monitor the implementation
of EU legislation

CHAPTER

3

    ''

INTRODUCTION

Î

  "    + 

been given the task of assisting the Commission with its

safety and security legislation remains an essential task

  *  ]" } 

and the Agency will continue this process in 2010. There

on enhancing ship and port facility security. The Agency

are several reasons for verifying how this legislation is

supports the Commission with the inspection of national

implemented in practice, including: detecting gaps in the

administrations responsible for ship security, ships, ship-

overall safety system; promoting a harmonised approach

]  ' $

  +# '
and effectiveness of the measures in place.

> "  ' ' 

$<\

>`><;> <> ;>

<"      *" 

The visit and inspection task contains three different ele-

"'  " ""   

  " " # '

construction and survey of ships. They supervise and cer-

Î

tify that ships are built according to these standards and

The Commission has been entrusted with an assess-

ment task by EU legislation and has delegated the inspection work to the Agency: this is for example the case for
  %<"   

continue to comply with them throughout their opera""#$<"  "   '
#'   * " `"  

for the inspection of the educational and training systems

that have authorised them. They are therefore crucial

   ;<$

for upholding safety standards in shipping. The recently

Î

The Commission has requested the Agency to verify

 #"  *' *   +
 "" # $; #   *  
carried out in accordance with Article 3 of its Founding
Regulation and the visits policy that has been established
by its Administrative Board.

> <"   "#"##   $
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 ]"  <$"
and standards for ship inspection and survey organisations,
%    % ^ #} <
rules and standards for ship inspection and survey organisations and for the relevant activities of maritime adminis  $}     ^ #
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 } <#  "'   

 "  @  "

certain criteria can be granted the recognition that allows

and components.

them to carry out statutory tasks – as Recognised Organi * "  + *  $> 
verify that they continue to meet the criteria laid down by
"#  +""  '  
carried out inspections to Recognised Organisations on
behalf of the Commission following a two-year rolling
inspection cycle.

In the international arena the Agency expects to assist the
<  *    "
issues in the context of work in the International Maritime
 >   # 
*'  '"  
for most EU Recognised Organisations.
The Agency will also be organising a workshop to discuss

$$>  <;>`<\ >`><;> <> ;> ]
] <> ^]> ;> ;~  > `
] +\;>$<
]+\ 
^ ;^]^ `] ~>>  <;>^ +] 
]> ;>

   *   #
Recognised Organisations and the methodology for their
inspections of Recognised Organisations, including an
exchange of best practice.

Inspections to monitor the activities of EU Recognised
Organisations and, when requested by the Commission,
#  "  %   + 
*@ *' *  %""*
out. For Recognised Organisations the emphasis will be
#  "*    
yards and visits to ships. There will also be a continued
focus on shipbuilding. Geographical areas where
inspections have not been carried out recently will also be
included. The total number of inspections is expected to
be around 16 to 18 in 2010, depending on follow-up visits
to review corrective actions.
>"'} '  #    
of the monitoring activities of Recognised Organisations.
Provisions to carry out random inspections of ships for
the purpose of monitoring the performance of Recog-

$<\

>`><;> <> ;>

Input

Financial resources:

Human resources:

} 
} 

^ ; ^<
posts

Output

- On behalf of the Commission, the Agency will carry out 16 ] $ 
requested by the Commission, the Agency will carry out
 " "  ""%'%
request for EU recognition.
- The methodology for inspection visits will be further re$
- The Agency will support the Commission in the implementa]"  <^ #} <$
Performance indicators

Targets 2010

Number of inspection visits carried

16-18 inspection visits; 100%

nised Organisations are maintained in the new Regulation

out; percentage of completion

completed

$; *  

against the initial planning

visits in previous years, the Agency will continue to visit

Number of reports

ships as part of its continuous monitoring of Recognised

*

Organisations.

Outcome

$$; <~><\ > ;< ;;~ <
^;;~ 
 ] ;; 

>

>

The Agency will continue to provide technical assistance
to the Commission in both the European and interna" ! $`""%  ]"  <
^ #} < %""*
provided and the inspection task will be further stream-

16 reports

Based on the reports submitted by the Agency, the Commission
should be able to make the relevant assessment and as a result
"'@  #
]  *   "" 
 # #""@" '   %
undertaken by those companies.
"      '= gested to monitor its evolution over the years, as a historical indicator of
the performance of the inspected entities and of the need for that particular
type of inspection.

lined, adjusted and adapted to improve its effectiveness.
In particular attention will be paid to the implementation
of the provisions related to the Quality Assessment and
<     ' * *' ]sations, as well as of those provisions concerning mutual
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Observing the features of a navigation simulator during a visit to a training institute in Bangladesh.
$  ;
`] ]>;>
^< ];>`><;>`

 ^+<;>;]>>
`] ]

 ;<<# %""    

"* "  

;

   +%* +

 "  $  #  

_#"$; * '

comprehensive.

" # $
For safety reasons in particular, it is important to know
%   @"    "@ "%*'  ;<
Convention.

;    #  "

In support of these activities and to prioritise the inspec #"   ;<>  ' 
%""* $;  ' %""" #
information on maritime education and training systems
 *      #"*

>  #" + *   <-

  +__ "  '= 

mission visited labour supplying third countries to assess

visits as regards third countries, information on fraudulent

    ' *
   " ;< $ *

  "   " 
* #   '

^ # < "#" 

 *' + *  $; 

seafarers this task has been re-assigned to the Commission

' *#" %   

assisted by the Agency. On the basis of the EU legislation,

 # "' " ! 

the same approach is followed as regards the Member

to be operational in 2010. The development of the second

 $~ ' #  "" mation on the implementation of the relevant provisions.
;  "'}  " 

 # "'   %""  ing 2010 and is expected to be fully operational during the
 @ $

 + *   *# 

Finally, the Agency will also continue to support the Com-

 ' # * ##'""

 #%  ;<<# 

inspection cycle. Initially, inspections focussed on third

the IMO, which is expected to be concluded in a Diplomat-

 * #   + *

<$ *@ "'

 %""" $  #    '
 *  "#     
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Maritime administration involved in the implementation of

%""-

port the Commission, upon its request, in the preparation
%^ #  %"""^ # <$
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$$>  <;>` ]>;>
 ^+<;>;]>>^< ];>`><;>  ;
>;~>]^<+;]>

$ >;]>;~ > \
^>] <;> >
 ] ;;

There will be around six to eight inspections of third

tools to verify if ships comply with international safety,

countries in 2010. The inspections will be decided

"" # %" $   

in consultation with the Commission. However, it is

Control inspections should be carried out in a harmonised

envisaged that, as a priority, they will take place in

way to ensure equivalent safety standards and to avoid

 %   *   #  

distortion of competition. At the request of the Commis-

<   '     

 '#  *  =  

of competency issued by those countries. In addition to

   #' "   <"

the planned inspections, the Commission may request

and procedures within the European Union.

  # *  
its assessments.

;;>`;~  <
^  `; ;;

   < " *   #

  #"   ""'"# 
     < 

$$> >; ;
 ] ;; ; >;];~ 
> \
;;>`^>] <;>  <;~ 
>> + \  \`;]>>`] `] ] $
; "  *' *  ^ #
 <"#" 
will continue to be monitored. Four to six visits to Member
 !  * $

having compiled an overall report on the implementation
  <'   + <@ 
the Agency to monitor the follow-up actions related to
"  '"# $
;   %"" 
in 2010: upon request from the Commission the Agency
%""#  *   #'  # 
""%  # $
; '%"""   `; #""  '

$ ;<

  "      < "
Input

Financial resources:

Human resources:

 } 
} 

^ ; ^<
posts

^ #*'%'>"""%  # 
$
$> \

;;>` <^>] <;>

>

 ] ;;

Output

6-8 inspections to third countries.
#   + *  $
^#"  *     
  ;<>  ' # " $  #"  #  
 $
Performance indicators

Targets 2010

Number of inspection visits carried

  # 

out; percentage of completion

completed

Input

Financial resources:

~

  
  

2 AD, 1 END and 1 CA posts

Output

Upon request by the Commission, follow-up visits in Member
 $
+@   `; #""  '""%
visits to Norway and Iceland.

against the initial planning

Performance indicators

Targets 2010

Number of reports

Number of follow-up visits carried
out; percentage of completion
against the initial planning

}# " 

Number of reports

} 

  

*
;<>  ' 

Phase 1 operational by July 2010

Outcome

Based on the reports submitted by the Agency, the Commission
 "**"  "'@ #   *   
improve the overall quality of seafarers and the correctness of
  "%   ;<<# ^ #
 < #"'$
*   < #  
    ;<>  '  $
   *"$$

*
Outcome

Provide information to the Commission on the implementation
  <^ #} <*' *  *" 
<  *  ="%  "islation and undertake follow-up actions where necessary. This
 %""*#   `; #""  '
in respect of the visits to Norway and Iceland.
 "#"# "   *<  
$   < "$
   *"$$
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In addition, the Agency will continue to provide assistance

The international measures taken by the IMO to improve

  `; #""  '% @ 

 '   \   ¢>

carrying out maritime security inspections in Norway and

>  < #*  < '"%
]"  <$}   
 " ' '$   ]"  <$
 %*']"  <$  
to task the Agency to provide the Commission with technical assistance in the performance of its inspections under
]"  <$} $;   
#' "  *' *   
security requirements mandated by the Regulation, for
which the Agency provides expertise in relation to ships,
"# ]  '$>  *  = 
security administrations are expected to continue, ac"' '=  
concerned, by further inspections of ships in port.
*   #*"    ]  '  ' #  '
certain security-related tasks on their behalf under Regula <$}   ministrations in respect of this task are expected to start.
However, decisions by the Commission to conduct inspec]  '  

Iceland based on a standard methodology prepared by the
Agency.
Technical support to the Commission in respect of the
" ]"  <$} %""*
provided.
$  ]>;>



<+]>;

Input

Financial resources:

Human resources:

  
  

^ ; 

Output

- Upon request of the Commission, assistance for 30 inspections
 + *  $
- Development of a methodology for inspections with EFTA
#""  '$
+@   `; #""  ' 
for inspections of Norway and Iceland.
    <  ]"  <
} $
Performance indicators

Targets 2010

Number of inspection visits carried

30 inspections; 100% completed

out; percentage of completion

%    '=! 

against the initial planning

will, among other factors, be based on the outcome of the

Number of reports

ship security inspections.

*

An inspection programme for 2010 is expected to be

30 reports

Outcome

thirty inspections will be required, consistent with the pro-

##  <  `; #""
Authority based on the outcome of the security inspections
*"    # *  =
implementation of the relevant maritime security legislation.

gramme of inspections carried out in the past two years.

   *"$$

 *' <* $
However, for the time being it is anticipated that around

    #' *  ="   '@ $
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At the request of the Commission, the programme for
 #   *   *! 
to verify the effective implementation of other legislative
  "  '"" $
During 2010, the Agency expects to carry out monitoring
#   *     +^ #
"'^ #} <  " 
for ship-generated waste and cargo residue, Directive
} <#"   
' ^ #} <"
standards for ship inspection and survey organisations and
for the relevant activities of maritime administrations, the

="#'"'   "

" * #^ # } < "
 *   *#  # ^ #
} <$
In addition, as has been the case in previous years, the
Agency is expected to be requested to participate as an
*#* " < #" '_
    *' >  "  %   + *  $
Finally, the Commission may request the Agency to visit
*   #' "    +
"" #  "  ' 
sourced pollution.
$}$> >; ;
 ] ;; >]  <;`];
] < ;>`<>\>;> `] ~>  ]; ^ ; 
^<]] >^+
In 2010, the Agency will undertake two visits to Member
  ^ #} < tion facilities for ship-generated waste and cargo residue,
*'"   '"#     
$; %""*" < "  
assessment of the implementation of the Directive by
*    # 
"$>"""%  <=""% 
 "  %""*duced. Each visit includes interviews with representatives
of all relevant competent authorities and inspections of
port reception facilities in three or four different ports in
 *  # $  #  #'
detailed and time consuming. The experience gained from
these visits and related activities will also be used to assist
the Commission with the revision of the Directive, which
will be on-going in 2010.
> '%"" "  `; #""

Authority in carrying out visits to monitor the implementation of the Port Reception Facilities legislation in Norway
and Iceland.
$}$> >; ;
 ] ;; >]  <;`
;]``>< >;]>^>`] ;>  ;

\

  < ' 
'  #    *  " ^ #} <#"  
and information systems, following an analysis of replies
@ *  $ #
visits are foreseen in 2010, consistent with the programme
#  %  "  
 '"# $> # <sion with information on the level of implementation of this
^ #*'  *   # " views with the relevant competent authorities and inspec"  "  "; #
 #"     
*  # $
$}$] \ ;<;>>;> ` ]>;>
^ >> ;];> >] \;>; ~>>  <;>^ +] 
]> ;>
>    #  "  
]  $
'!    #   *   
#' % '"" *"  "# 
EU legislative framework with reference to the Recognised
Organisations they have authorised to carry out statutory
 * "^ #} <mon rules and standards for ship inspection and survey
organisations and for the relevant activities of maritime
administrations, which forms part of a recast of Directive
 } <$  '%'"' #*
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\ > \;>

Commission, it is expected that up to six to eight visits will

Input

be undertaken in 2010.

Financial resources:

Human resources:

}  

}^ ; tional resources from relevant
sections when and where
required

$}$ ] \ ;<;>>;> ` ]>;>
^ >> ;];> >] \;>;^>] <;>  <
MARINE EQUIPMENT

}  

At the request of the Commission, the Agency will estab-

Output

"  #   *  

#   + *  ^ #} < 

to assess the implementation of the MED mechanisms by
the national administrations. These visits should inter alia
"  '*  $ *?   
by the Commission, it is expected that between two and
four visits will be undertaken in 2010.

Reception Facilities.
#   + *  ^ #} <";  $
#   + *     % '"" 
 % ^ #} <
rules and standards for ship inspection and survey organisations
and relevant activities of maritime administrations.
  *# #" '_  
 *'>  + *  $
+@  < #   + *
    "   
^ 
+@   `; #""  ' 
  " ] `"  %'
and Iceland.
Upon request of the Commission, assistance to verify the
"  '  +"" #  "
maritime safety or ship-sourced pollution.
Performance indicators

Targets 2010

Number of inspection visits carried

# " 

out; percentage of completion
against the initial planning
Number of reports

 

*
Outcome

Provide advice to enable the Commission and the EFTA surveillance Authority to assess and verify the implementation of
EU maritime legislation. The overall objective is to assess and
improve the level of maritime safety and the prevention of pollution by ships in the Community.
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continued in 2010.

sessions do not duplicate or replace the training seminars
mentioned above in section 4.1.
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This part of the work programme is the update of the Action

and specialised equipment stockpiles around Europe pro-

Plan for Oil Pollution Preparedness and Response of 2005 and
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subsequent years, as required under Article 10(2)(k) of Regulation
1406/2002/EC as amended, as well as of the HNS Action Plan
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of 2007. The Work Programme and the Action Plan must follow
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the same procedure for adoption by the Administrative Board.
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Accordingly both documents have been integrated thus providing a full overview of the activities of the Agency. It is noted

accidental spills, the Agency provides a European wide

that through its actions in pollution preparedness, detection and
response EMSA also contributes to the progress towards the
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oil spill monitoring and detection service (CleanSeaNet)
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achievement of the EU objective that marine waters achieve good
environmental status, as required in the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (EC) 2008/56.
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Financial resources :

Human resources:
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11 AD, 2 AST and 1 CA post
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Supervising vessel and equipment maintenance as well as
crew capacity to undertake the contract service, including
 @  ' $
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Targets 2010

* "" #"
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contracts and geographical cover-

Sea, the West, Mid and East Medi-

age
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works in order to be able to provide at-sea oil recovery

\

2 vessels in accordance with the 2
new contracts
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50 drills
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consideration the vessels trading activities and in order
 ## """ 
response equipment stockpiles are located in both Skagen
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dent Response Contract
Outcome
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on ship sourced pollution the CleanSeaNet oil spill monitoring service to the national maritime administrations in
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data) will be available on a structural basis in CleanSeaNet
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Input

" $

Financial resources:

Human resources:

}} 

^ ; ^ 

In particular the Agency will work on the development and
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Provide CleanSeaNet satellite images and alerts to EU Mem*  "*  
  """ $
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will be connected to CleanSeaNet in close co-operation

Provide assistance to EU Member States and the Commission
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Targets 2010
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2000 images
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dered and analysed
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received

Statistical analysis will be provided to illustrate the occur-

received
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Outcome
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reporting obligations and the European Environmental
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The Agency is providing technical support to Member States,
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their activities targeting illegal discharges in European wa$

the European Space Agency (ESA) and the Joint Research
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in collaboration with the European Chemical Industry
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   ]>< " %    
involved and the end users will take place at the beginning
 '$
It is also anticipated that the Agency will complete several
   "? " #" 
 """ 
* %""  " 
 *   "   
]<~  "$
The Agency will continue to assist and collaborate with
*     * "'
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~    $     " %""#
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Financial resources :
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Human resources:
2 AD and 1 AST posts
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Council (CEFIC), and the Centre de Documentation de
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Develop chemical marine pollution response guides and
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Targets 2010
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developed
Outcome

The Agency aims at disclosing as much as possible relevant
  "     #ronment in order to assist Member States dealing with spills
#"# !* $
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continue to develop its activities in close co-operation and
coordination with the Commission, Member States, the
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PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE
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Pollution Control Operation (Super-CEPCO) as well as

Financial resources :

Human resources:
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2 AD, 1 AST and 1 CA posts
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Developing and implementing a rolling programme with
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Outcome
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Member States to marine pollution incidents, as well as to
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Member States, their Regional Agreements and other rel#   "*$
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The Agency will continue to hold joint workshops with the
Commission and the Member States on “Co-ordinated
at-sea and shoreline pollution response”, which started
$%? %""* *' 
could include various workshops, reports, studies and
$; '%""    !  "! !  
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The Agency’s administrative structure and horizontal
tasks
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INTRODUCTION

Currently the Agency has nine units, organised in three

; '% "  

departments:

Lisbon.
The new headquarters represent an important step for% '$; '# 
the increased number of staff, more adequate Conference
facilities to host different types of meetings, conferences
and workshops, with a capacity of over 80 people. The
new premises also host the maritime applications and the
operational centre for the Maritime Support Services, as
%"" *" #"  "
of satellite based services.
The use of certain spaces in the new premises (e.g.
canteen, conference room) is shared with the other EU
Agency located in Lisbon, the European Monitoring Centre
for Drugs and Drug Addiction.
6.1 MANAGEMENT TEAM
The Agency is managed by its Executive Director. His

Department A: Corporate Services (Human Resources, Legal and Financial Affairs, IT and Operations
Support)

Æ

Department B: Implementation of the maritime
safety and protection of marine environment acquis
(Safety Assessments and Inspections, Ship Safety, Marine Environment, Training and Statistics)

Æ

Department C: Operations (Pollution preparedness
"  #
Satellite based monitoring services)

Æ

The Agency’s Internal Auditor provides assurance and
consulting services to help improve the operations of the
Agency. He is further responsible for giving independent
and objective opinions on the adequacy and reliability of
internal control systems in place, and for making recom %   # 'cy and effectiveness of the Agency’s activities.

 % "}]" 
1406/2002/EC, which include:
Preparation of the work programme, the detailed
plan (Action Plan) for the Agency’s pollution preparedness and response activities and related implementation;

Æ

Æ

Preparation of the annual report;

Æ

Deciding on the visits to Member States;

Preparation of the budget requirements and the accounts;

Æ

Æ

Implementation the Agency’s budget;

Æ

Appointing authority for staff;

Æ

Setting-up internal administrative instructions.

The Executive Director is as well responsible for the
implementation of the recommendations stemming from
#'#" "  
  '#}'$
The Executive Director is directly supported by a policy
advisor, an advisor for maritime affairs and an assistant.
The Bureau of the Executive Director has a special responsibility in drafting and coordinating the documents and to
prepare the meetings of the Administrative Board.
The Heads of Department support the Executive Director
in managing and coordinating the day-to-day activities of
the respective Departments.

}

 _
=%*" % "
staircase. The ‘atrium’ structure favours contact among staff and
between units.
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EMSA staff attend a specialised document management training course.

> "  ^   
* "" *"  ]" 
}"^   $

delegated and each employee can see the current leave
balance in the module.
Recruitment will be an ongoing activity for the Agency

The Executive Director, the Heads of Department and the

during 2010 (although at a reduced pace), with particu-

Heads of Unit meet on a regular basis to monitor progress

lar reference to the new tasks assigned. The Agency will

of the ongoing projects and to discuss any outstanding

continue in its program to offer traineeships to students

issue of an administrative or technical nature.

and post-graduates, giving them the possibility to get

The Heads of the EU-Agencies (which are now more than
20) meet regularly to discuss issues of common interest.

acquainted with the tasks of the Agency, as is the case in
other EU bodies.

+  % % ##"-

The new policy of the Agency for Staff Development will

oped inter alia for: legal questions, accounting, communi-

be implemented during 2010. Subsequently, staff devel-

cation, IT, etc. The EMSA administrative services actively

opment activities, such as training, will gain importance

participate in most of these activities.

as the Agency will be in a position to offer more training
courses to its staff. Besides the general training courses

6.2 HUMAN RESOURCES

offered by the Commission, EMSA will be in a position to

Following the implementation of a central Human re-

offer to its staff members specialised training adapted to

sources database in 2009, the Human Resources sector

the needs of the Agency as a result of the signature of dif-

will — besides the regular tasks — pay special attention to

ferent framework contracts with different service provid-

the further development of the new systems and reporting

ers. In addition, the Agency will formalise its induction

tools. Thanks to the further development of IT systems a

programme for newcomers and will set up a mentoring

considerable number of tasks will be handled in an auto-

programme.

   %' 
be focussed on planning and monitoring of execution.

Ongoing work will include the implementation of recently
adopted implementing rules and decisions needed to give

It is envisaged for 2010 to implement a performance

    ]" "  

appraisal and a leave management module, in accordance

Communities and Conditions of Employment of Other

%  "  "}}  ]" $

Servants of the European Communities.

The targeted performance appraisal module provides a
controlled, automated process for employee performance.

6.3 LEGAL AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

It comprises all steps of the process, such as self-

The Agency administers its budget under the provisions

assessment by the jobholder, appraisal by the Reporting

of its Financial Regulation which is based on a Framework

#" *' < 

Financial Regulation developed for all EU Agencies. The

#%*' ] 

" *" 

approval/rejection by the jobholder. The chosen leave

implemented by the Agency. It is annually audited by the

module provides an end-to-end leave management for

European Court of Auditors.

all types of leave, including the automatic calculation of
entitlements, carry-over management, request, approval
and cancellation management. Approval roles can be

The year 2010 will be marked by increased activities requir " '"" 
#   "  '%$

}
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Following the entry into force of a new Financial Regula-

Output

tion by beginning 2009 the Agency will focus on further

Management team/Bureau of the Executive Director

#  ' $    

Work programme

operational Units in budget management and monitoring

Action Plan for Pollution Preparedness and Response

%""*#*'* _!*" '$;""" %"" 
  @" ' $
6.4 OPERATIONS SUPPORT (ICT, FACILITIES & LOGISTICS)
The key challenge in 2010 will be to run the data centre
that will host the maritime applications (SafeSeaNet,
CleanSeaNet, LRIT, THETIS) and actively support their
integration.

}'  ' $
Annual report and accounts.
Multi Annual Staff Policy Plan.
Preparation of meetings of the Administrative Board, decisions, minutes.
Regular monitoring of ongoing projects.
Human resources
Management of the establishment plan (new recruits, turnover, etc.).
Administration and Management of the payroll.

In this context, the focus will be on ensuring the end-to-

Development and Implementation of a traineeship policy.

end service availability, performance and reliability through

Implementation of rights and obligations arising from the
Staff Regulations.

implementing best practice hosting, monitoring, business
continuity and disaster recovery processes based on an
advanced virtualised ICT architecture/infrastructure to
support development, testing and rollout of operational

Further development of training policy (in particular regarding the implementation of individual Training Plans).
Introduction of electronic HR tools.

projects such as SafeSeaNet (and STIRES), CleanSeaNet,

Implementation and improvement of existing HR policies
related to career development.

THETIS and LRIT Data Centre.

     

Furthermore, following the move of the Agency into its

   ' "$

"~  *"  

Organising and executing transfers.

><;  '

the focus in 2010 will be the implementation of this ICT
 ' *' #"'port quickly evolving business needs.
In addition, with 2020 rapidly approaching, the Agency

Budget preparation and follow-up.
Providing budget overviews.
Advising on and verifying contracts and procurement procedures.

will undertake a “Green” Audit for the new Headquarters

Providing legal advice to the Executive Director and the
units.

building and start a number of “green” initiatives related

Operations support (ICT, facilities and logistics)

to both IT and Building Management.

Maintaining a state-of-the-art Data Centre to host maritime
applications.
Providing advanced business continuity and ICT security
services.
#    " $
Providing advanced ICT services to staff.

6.1, 6.2, 6.3 AND 6.4 OVERHEAD/HORIZONTAL TASKS

Managing facilities and support services of the Agency.

Input

Performance indicators

Targets 2010

Human resources:

Establishment plan execution rate

As close as possible to 100%, with
a minimum target of 94% (188
 "" 

Budget Execution rate

As close as possible to 100% for
Commitment Appropriations
As close as possible to 100% for
Payment Appropriations

Management Team/Bureau of the Executive Director:*
^ ;<
Human Resources:
1 AD, 10 AST and 1 CA posts
Legal and Financial Affairs:
4 AD, 4 AST and 2 CA posts
Operations Support (ICT, facilities and logistics):
}^} ;<
* This number includes the Executive Director and his staff, Heads of Department and their staff, Heads of Horizontal Units as well as the data protection, audit and accountancy functions.
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Outcome

The functions mentioned should further structure and
facilitate the working practices and projects of the Agency
to enable staff with the allocated resources to work towards
  *? #   #ner in line with the Financial and Staff Regulations.
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EMSA’s new premises.

$} ¢; ]\<
EVENTS SUPPORT

+><;>];<\^

"   "#"nities has been put in place. The Protocol between the

In 2010, EMSA will continue its efforts to further advance

Government of the Portuguese Republic and the European

communication with external stakeholders. One of the

Maritime Safety Agency covering the relations between

main ways of achieving this will be by offering improved

the Agency and Portugal (Seat Agreement) was signed on

website and information services following the implemen-

28 July 2004. It lays down the rights, privileges and im-

tation of a new content management system, which will

munities of the Agency and its staff necessary to provide

*" _!*" '   

for the proper functioning of the Agency.

to, the information in the Agency’s knowledge base, also
*   "  

$} ¢; ]\<

+><;>];<\^  ;  +];

of information. The Agency’s participation in targeted
maritime related public events and exhibitions, either in
cooperation with other EU bodies or alone, will continue.

Input

Financial resources:

Human resources:

1,132,662 Euros (ca)

3 AD, 3 AST and 2 CA posts

 #  " 

1,132,662 Euros (pa)

communication include the publication of annual/peri-

Output

"   }'  ' %
programme, the annual report, the monthly newsletter and

Preparing regular publications and completing/updating
* "_ $

operational reports, as well as the provision of information

Improving internal communication tools

to the media. Besides the traditional printed material, the
number of audiovisual presentations will be further devel-

Creating/updating electronic information tools (e.g. website
and videos).

oped. The Agency will as well improve its internal commu-

Presenting at meetings, exhibitions and conferences.

nication tools and the quality of its website.

Dealing with protocol related issues.

Maritime safety experts and other interested parties will

Supporting the organisation of events/meetings in the
Agency.

continue to attend training sessions, workshops and other
meetings at EMSA headquarters, and it is expected that
these activities will build on the contribution already made
to maritime safety by exchanging best practices. In addi #*"  ! "! * 

Performance indicators

Targets 2010

**" "_ 

 *" "_ * 

brochures produced

produced

Number of events/meetings in the

40 events/meetings; 1300 partici-

Agency; number of participants

pants

programme will be maintained to ensure that EMSA is best

Outcome

presented at different key maritime safety related events.

Activities should aim at giving public and interested parties
objective, reliable and easily understandable information with
regard to the Agency’s work (Reg. 1406/2002/EC, Art. 4.2).

Since the relocation to Lisbon, the support to the opera-
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6.6 COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES AND BODIES
The cooperation with other Agencies and bodies is one of
the tools for the Agency to avoid duplication of work and
 ' "# " # $; eration developed by the Agency with different bodies at
 ""#"  

"*"

partner.
>   "*? # tion arrangements is to improve the quality of services
offered by the Agency to the Member States and the
Commission, within the limits of its mandate.
Different agreements signed by the Agency relate also to
!   "#  "
maritime safety, prevention of pollution from ships, pollution preparedness, detection and response.
In 2010 the Agency will continue to focus on maritime
surveillance. In fact, as announced by the Commission in
the “Blue Book” (An integrated maritime policy for the
+  * 

surveillance, in particular Frontex and CFCA.
Cooperation with other Agencies may aim as well at
rationalising the use of resources: this is the logic followed

recent Communication “Towards the integration of mari-

for the Memorandum of Understanding between EMSA

time surveillance: A common information sharing environ-

and the CFCA (Community Fisheries Control Agency) in

   + < }"

Vigo: the Agency will continue to provide services of Inter-

there is a need for developing an horizontal approach and

nal Auditor to the CFCA.

strengthening the cooperation among the different actors

EMSA joined also IALA - the International Association of

involved, including the EU Agencies.

Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities -

The documents stress the importance of developing hori-

as an associate member as from June 2008. In 2010 the

zontal planning tools that cut across sea-related sectoral

Agency will continue to actively contribute to the on-going

policies and support joined up policy making. In this con-

# #" #

text particular relevance is given to a “common informa-

this international forum.

tion sharing environment for the EU maritime domain”,

As agreed by the Equasis Supervisory Committee (see Sec-

to ensure the safe use of the sea and to secure Europe’s
maritime borders. The Commission sets out the objective
of improving and optimising the maritime surveillance
activities, and of ensuring interoperability at EU level.

$ '%""  *
in charge of managing the Equasis information service.
Since 2009, EMSA started joining IMSO meetings as part
of the EC delegation to follow up developments of mari-

It advocates the need for a higher degree of coordina-

time satellite services provided by IMSO, as LRIT Coordi-

tion, through deeper cooperation within and among the

nator. As the EC has decided to apply for Observer status

Member States’ coastguards and other appropriate agen-

at IMSO, EMSA will continue to participate as a member of

cies. It outlines the importance of a more interoperable

the EC delegation.

surveillance system to bring together existing monitoring
and tracking systems used for maritime safety and security,
   #   "
control of external borders and other law enforcement
activities.
> % '%"" %  "#  " 
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<`< ! #^  "%"* 
Europe Day at the 2009 World Fishing Exhibition in Vigo.

Discussions began and are ongoing for enhancing cooperation between EMSA and the Black Sea Commission under
the framework of MONINFO project funded by the EU.
The main foreseen areas of cooperation are on the development of a regional Black Sea AIS network connected to
SSN and on potential delivery of CSN services to all Black
Sea countries.
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MAIN AGREEMENTS AND DECISIONS
Parties involved

Type of agreement

Date of
signature

Contents

EMSA – Paris MoU (Paris Memorandum of Understanding on Port
State Control)

Agreement

30/01/2006

Agreement on updating SafeSeaNet with
Information on Banned Vessels.

EMSA – ESA (European Space
Agency)

Memorandum of Understanding



Exchange of information and expertise,
for improving access to earth observation data, regarding the development
and operational use of space-based earth
observation systems, data and techniques.

EMSA – JRC (Joint Research Centre) of the Commission

Memorandum of Understanding
followed by different Service Level
Agreements (CleanSeaNet, EMCIP)

 Support to set up operational capabilities
by means of systems, software, training
and participation in projects; exchange of
data.

EMSA – CFCA (Community Fisheries Control Agency)

Service Level Agreement



EMSA will provide services of the Internal
Auditor to the CFCA. Per calendar year a
total of +-60 days of service is foreseen.

EMSA – Equasis Supervisory Committee

Decision

19/06/2008

As from 1 January 2009 EMSA manages
the Equasis system.

EMSA – CEDRE (Centre de
documentation, de recherche et
d’experimentations sur les pollutions accidentelles des eaux) –
CEFIC (European Chemical Industry
Council)

Memorandum of Understanding



Establishment of EMSA “M-ICE service”
for HNS marine pollution emergencies.

EMSA – Frontex – CFCA (European
Agency for the Management of
Operational Cooperation at the
External Borders of the Member
States of the European Union)

EMSA – Frontex Co-operation arrangement

}

<  " veillance.

EMSA – Interspill
(UK Spill, NOSCA, SYCOPOL,
SRGH, IPIECA)

Agreement
EMSA signature
last signature



EMSA – IALA
(International Association of Marine
Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse
Authorities)

Decision by the IALA Council

01/06/2008

EMSA – Black Sea Commission

Cooperation agreement under
discussion

Expanded to a three partner agreement including CFCA

12/2009

19/02/2008

Agreement between the European Oil
Spill industry trade associations, IPIECA
and EMSA to hold the Interspill series of
Conferences and Exhibitions.
Associate Membership.

Assistance on regional AIS and CSN
services.
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PERSPECTIVES BEYOND 2010
In the coming years EMSA will be faced with providing

More in particular the collection, analysis, combination

assistance in and the monitoring of the implementation of

and dissemination of maritime information is becoming a

new EU legislation.

vital component of the support tasks of the Agency. With

;    '*"  "
Journal on 28 May 2009, will have an impact on the work
of the Agency beyond 2010, in terms of assistance to be
provided to the Commission and the Member States.
The action plan for the implementation of the maritime
   ' """ #_
on the activities and priorities for the Agency in the future
years.1

of maritime data into the Agency, there is a growing need
to ensure the maximum availability of quality information
to Member States and the Commission, which increasingly
recognise EMSA as a central facilitator and provider of
maritime information.
Given these clear increasing needs for data processing and
the development of maritime statistical information, EMSA
will also continue to work in cooperation with international

In its Communication on partnership between the Europe-

organisations and relevant bodies to produce and dissemi-

an Union and Africa dated 24 June 2009 , the Commission

nate reliable statistical information.

announces for the Agency a new role in supporting African
 "  #    ing systems.2 The Agency therefore could be called upon
*' < # "# "
to non-EU countries.
Finally, the ongoing discussions on the maritime policy for
the European Union and in particular on maritime surveillance may have long –term consequences for the Agency.3
> "  * '%""#"

> " ' " "  $>dividual database systems need further development and
    
databases needs to be linked to better facilitate maritime
applications.
The integration of the different information systems and
the combined use of maritime data will be the main challenge that the Agency will face in the near future.

cooperation with other Agencies, in particular with Frontex

As concerns pollution response, new initiatives may follow

(European Agency for the Management of Operational Co-

as a consequence of the mid-term report.

operation at the External Borders of the Member States of
the European Union), CFCA (Community Fisheries Control
Agency), EDA (European Defence Agency), to avoid dupli % ' " 
surveillance.
1 See Communication from the Commission ‘Strategic goals and recommendations for the EU’s maritime transport policy until 2018’. Brussels, 21
January 2009, COM (2009) 8 and related Council’s Conclusions of 30 March
2009.
2 See Communication from the Commission ‘Partnership between the European Union and Africa. Connecting Africa and Europe: working towards
strengthening transport cooperation’. Brussels, 24 June 2009, COM (2009)
301
3 See Communication from the Commission ‘An Integrated Maritime Policy
  +=" *< }}$
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work progressing to bring new and ever greater quantities

In its strategic document the Agency will provide a better
indication of the challenges expected and the trends and
#"  ! }'$
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Strange things happen in the world of shipping — and EMSA may encounter some of
them as it engages beyond the EU.

}
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ACTIVITY BASED BUDGETING OVERVIEWS 2010

BUDGET 2010
54,331 million euros
(commitment appropriations titles i, ii & iii)

58%

Operational Activities

6.5%

Staff and Administration
Facilities

35.5%

USE OF RESOURCES BY GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
54,331 million euros

49%

(commitment appropriations 2010)

Maritime Safety

3%

2%

Pollution Response
Pollution Prevention

46%

Information, Communication, Protocol and Events

ANTI-POLLUTION MEASURES
(commitment appropriations 2010)

71%
Network of Stand-by Oil Spill Recovery Vessels
CleanSeaNet: EU satellite oil spill and illegal discharges monitoring service
Co-operation and Co-ordination for pollution preparedness and response

2%
4%
23%

Supporting HNS marine pollution preparedness and
Response
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OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF MARITIME
SAFETY AND PREVENTION OF POLLUTION BY SHIPS
(commitment appropriations)
1<"   
2 Port State Control (incl. Thetis)

8,000,000

3 Training of Seafarers
4 Other Inspections

7,000,000

5 Marine Equipment & Ship Safety
Standards
6,000,000

6";  
7 Accident Investigation

5,000,000

8 Training Activities
9 Liability & Compensation

4,000,000

10 LRIT
11 Maritime Information & Statistics

3,000,000

12 Prevention of Pollution by Ships
13 Ship Security

2,000,000

1,000,000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

TOTAL COSTS BY GROUP OF ACTIVITIES
(commitment appropriatons)
1 Maritime Safety: visits and
inspections

18,000,000

2 Maritime Safety: technical cooperation, technical assistance and
training

1
16,000,000

1

3 Maritime Safety: maritime surveillance

14,000,000

4 Pollution Prevention
5 Information & Communication,
Protocol and Events

12,000,000

6 Pollution Response: at-sea recovery assistance
10,000,000

7 Pollution Response: satellite
imagery
8 Pollution Response: other activities

8,000,000

6,000,000

4,000,000

2,000,000

1
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BUDGET 2010
REVENUE
TITLE

HEADING

2009 AMENDED

2
2.0

COMMITMENT
APPROPRIATIONS
Subsidy from EU incl.
EFTA contribution

PAYMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

COMMITMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

COMMENTS

PAYMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

48,335,000

53,300,000

53,771,084

49,994,298

p.m.

p.m.

p.m.2

p.m.2

EC Funds for candidate, potential and
ENP countries (DG
ENLARG)
Subtotal1

2010

Regulation (EC) No 1406/2002.
EC Funds for candidate, potential and ENP countries (DG
ENLARG).

48,335,000

53,300,000

53,771,084

49,994,298

L.R.I.T.

p.m.

p.m.

20,000

20,000

Possible income from L.R.I.T.
services.

EQUASIS

p.m.

p.m.

p.m.3

p.m.3

Income from EQUASIS Member States’ fees.

48,335,000

53,300,000

53,791,084

50,014,298

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENDITURE
TITLE

HEADING

2009 AMENDED

1

STAFF

1.1

Staff in active employment

1.2

COMMITMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

2010

PAYMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

COMMITMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

COMMENTS

PAYMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

17,017,000

17,017,000

17,567,000

17,567,000

Remuneration of permanent,
temporary and contract agents;
Allowances of seconded national experts; Net salaries.

Expenditure related
to recruitment

987,000

987,000

613,000

613,000

Expenditure related to recruitment procedures, incl. candidate travel costs, installation,
daily subsistence & resettlement allowances, removal costs.

1.3

Administrative missions and duty travel

200,000

200,000

150,000

150,000

Costs for non-operational
missions.

1.4

Socio-medical infrastructure, training

622,500

622,500

400,000

400,000

Staff training, annual medical
checks, canteen.

1.6

Social measures

400,000

400,000

450,000

450,000

Social measures: school expenses and associated costs.

1.7

Entertainment and
representation

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

Representation expenses and
misecellaneous receptions.

19,266,500

19,266,500

19,220,000

19,220,000

TOTAL TITLE 1
TITLE

HEADING

2

ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENDITURE

2009 AMENDED

2.0

Rental of building
and associated costs

2.1

Data processing
expenditure and associated costs

2.2

COMMITMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

2010

PAYMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

COMMITMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

COMMENTS

PAYMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

790,000

790,000

2,175,000

2,175,000

1,872,500

1,872,500

537,248

537,248

ICT hardware and software,
licences, consultancies and
maintenance.

Movable property
and associated costs

110,000

110,000

130,000

130,000

Technical facilities and
" @ 
furniture, documentation and
library expenditure.

2.3

Current administrative expenditure

171,000

171,000

191,000

191,000

  '"
""" 
other operating expenditure

2.4

Postal charges and
telecommunications

190,000

190,000

305,000

305,000

Postal charges and telecommunication costs.

2.5

Meeting expenses

150,000

150,000

120,000

120,000

Administrative Board meetings.

TOTAL TITLE 2
TOTAL TITLES 1 & 2
(06 02 02 01)
1. EC contribution

3,283,500

3,283,500

3,458,248

3,458,248

22,550,000

22,550,000

22,678,248

22,678,248

2. EUR 140,000 expected

Building rental & associated
costs incl. utilities, security &
cleaning services.

3. EUR 400,000 expected
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EXPENDITURE (CONTINUED)
TITLE

HEADING

3

OPERATING EXPENDITURE

3.1

Development of
databases

2,535,607

2,343,100

3,506,836

2,750,050

Set up of databases in the
"  ' 
monitoring systems (excluding
LRIT), creation of computer
infrastructure and development
and maintenance of applications

3.2

Information and
publications

170,000

170,000

150,000

150,000

Website development, publication of general reports, information and technical dossiers in
paper form and internet

3.3

Meetings

875,000

1,000,000

955,000

935,000

Expert meetings, conferences
and workshops

p.m.

p.m.

p.m.

p.m.

EC Funds fo candidate, potential and
ENP countries

2010

PAYMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

COMMITMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

COMMENTS

PAYMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

3.4

Translation expenses

300,000

300,000

300,000

300,000

Translation expenses related to
operational activities

3.5

Studies

400,000

500,000

523,000

523,000

Monitoring and evaluation of
measures for maritime sfatey
and prevention of pollution by
ships

3.6

Mission expenses

770,000

770,000

782,000

782,000

Operational missions: visits to
Member States, inspections re"  "  
STCW, Port Reception Facili; ^tive, maritime security, etc.

3.7

Training activities

660,000

660,000

846,000

846,000

Training activities for EU Member States (including Port State
Control)

3.9

L.R.I.T.

1,174,393

2,906,900

3,550,000

3,550,000

+\]>;\]> tion and Tracking System) Data
Centre

TOTAL TITLE 3
(06 02 02 02)
(without Anti-Pollution and including
DG ENLARG funds)

6,885,000

8,650,000

10,612,836

9,836,050

Anti-pollution
measures
(06 02 02 03)

18,900,000

22,100,000

20,500,000

17,500,000

TOTAL TITLE 3
(06 02 02 02 & 06
02 02 03)
(including DG ENLARG funds)

25,785,000

30,750,000

31,112,836

27,336,050

TOTAL BUDGET
(including DG ENLARG funds)

48,335,000

53,300,000

53,791,084

50,014,298

3.8
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2009 AMENDED
COMMITMENT
APPROPRIATIONS

Costs of chartering vessels
(with equipment) to combat
large oil spills, provision of
satellite imagery (CleanSeaNet), technical assistance,
studies and research projects to
improve polution preparedness
and response (implementation
of action plan)
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ESTABLISHMENT PLAN 2010
FUNCTION GROUP
AND GRADE

2009 AUTHORISED
PERMANENT

2010 PDB

TEMPORARY

PERMANENT

TEMPORARY

AD16
AD15

1

AD14

1

1

AD13

1

AD12
AD11
AD10

1

3

1

3

2

8

2

8

1

10

1

10

1

17

1

17

AD9

20

20

AD8

18

18

AD7

21

23

AD6

15

18

AD5

9

TOTAL AD

5

123

10
5

129

AST11
AST10
AST9
AST8

1
1

1

1
1

1

AST7

1

1

AST6

3

3

AST5

8

8

AST4

13

15

AST3

17

17

AST2

13

13

AST1

6

6

TOTAL AST

1

63

1

65

TOTAL AD + AST

6

186

6

194

GRAND TOTAL

192

200

N.B. Out of the 8 positions for 2010, 6 positions (1 AD7, 3
AD6, 2 AST4) will be devoted to the operational management of the EU LRIT Data Centre. 1 position (AD7) is needed for increased tasks in relation to Port State Control, 1
 ^} ^   $
The grades foreseen are needed to ensure adequate experience and technical background.
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About EMSA
The European Maritime Safety Agency is one of
the European Union’s decentralised agencies.
Based in Lisbon, the Agency provides
technical assistance and support to the
European Commission and Member States
in the development and implementation of
EU legislation on maritime safety, pollution
by ships and maritime security. It has also
* #  "    " 
oil pollution response, vessel monitoring and
 "      
vessels.

EMSA’s Work Programmes
The Agency publishes each year a plan of
activities for the forthcoming year, including
" !   "  # ' *"
with planned input, ouput and outcomes. From
£'> ! "
services and products are also provided. The
content of the
the Work
Work Programmes
Programme is approved
each year by EMSA’s Administrative Board.
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